Week ending: 19.11.2021
Classes
FCQ

FCC

Name
Kian

Reason
Kian has had such a wonderful week! All of the adults in the unit have
commented on Kian’s super smile this week and his willingness to have a good
at new things. Well done Kian.

Belle

Miss Quirk has nominated Belle. In Jigsaw, we were talking about co-operation
and Belle demonstrated such good understanding of how we could work
together in school
Matthew has been fantastic this week! He has worked incredibly hard not only
in our focus adult lesson sessions but also when he is directing his own learning.
We are very proud of Matthew this week.

Matthew

Olivia

1GC

Ava

Finley

Olivia has been a new starter to our school this week and has blown us away in
such a short period of time. She has really taken to our Jigsaw learning and has
been applying some of what we speak about in Jigsaw to her directed learning.
For fantastic writing in English – a description of a dinosaur. Well done Ava. You
are a superstar writer.
For a super attitude in Jigsaw – especially in sensitive discussions and calm me
time.
For fantastic Maths, English and phonics this week. Well done Noah. We are
very proud of you.

1AW

Noah

2HC

Louie
Callum

Louie showed amazing understanding in Jigsaw today. Well done.
This week, Callum has made some excellent contributions in class and this has
been fantastic to see. It is great to see that Callum recognises that our
classroom is a safe space to make mistakes and he always responds well to
feedback given to him.

Mia

Mia always includes others both in the classroom and outside. She is a
wonderful friend to all and makes sure everyone feels happy.

2MA

3SH

Lacey- Jane

Lacey has had a super week. She has really wowed me with the effort that she
has put into her maths work on money this week. She has grown in confidence
and was able to make some small amounts of money using coins in different
ways – well done Lacey!

Hayyan

Hayyan is this week’s Jigsaw learner because he can always be relied upon to
show the qualities of a good friend - he works happily with anyone else and is
always one of the first to support someone that is sad.
Ella has had some time off from school in the last few weeks but she has not let
it affect her at all. She has come back into school ready to learn and ready to
join in what with the rest of the class has been doing. She has also spent time
this week helping other children in the class who were struggling with their
work. Well done Ella!

Ella

Alex

3RM

Amelia

Our class didn’t do Jigsaw this week but I have chosen Alex because she is a
super friend to everyone in the class. If anybody needs help, she is one of the
first to offer it and she is incredibly considerate of others.
Always has high expectations of herself and tries her hardest

Meredith

Meredith is a super friend and everyone should have a friend like her.

Emma

Emma has an excellent attitude to learning. She always has her hand up to
answer questions and has worked hard to work at a faster pace. If she makes a
mistake, she has another go and tries her very best – great resilience.

Jack

Jack is a superstar. He has an incredibly positive attitude to school and has
shown real bravery and determination. He is a real role model for other
children.

Kaitlin

Kaitlin used to sometimes find her work challenging but is now trying really hard
ALL the time. She is developing a much more positive and resilient attitude and
tackling her work with enthusiasm and confidence. Great work Kaitlin, well done
and keep it up!

Amelia

Amelia Is always kind when people are upset.

4LP

4NM

5NW

Evie

5DP

Tyrone

Sennan

Evie has produced some excellent work this week. Her attitude towards learning
is always positive and always tries her best. We have been researching Cop26
and Evie wrote a powerful speech that she would deliver at the conference if
given the chance. Her persuasive writing was powerful, and her presentation
was outstanding. She is a superstar!
We are proud of Tyrone for his amazing English work including a story about a
monster and a formal report.
He always shows respect to everyone.

6SE

6WW

All the
children at the
tag rugby
festival

They all behaved impeccably and showed incredible sportsmanship. It was
incredibly heart-warming to watch. Out of the 10 games played we won 5 and
drew 2. We are so proud of them.

Andalib

Andalib works incredibly hard and is an always child. She gets her head down
and ignores distractions around her. She has recently enjoyed pushing herself.
Andalib has picked up the concept of long division incredibly quickly and I am
proud of her attitude to learning and her achievements.

Luke

Jigsaw Friend - Another always child who always works incredibly hard. He will
always help the person next to him if they are unsure by teaching them the
concept that we are learning. Thank you for being an incredible partner and a
helpful friend.

Reece

Reece has worked really hard on his writing; I was amazed at how neat it wasfabulous! He has helped me in class to tidy up the book shelf-thank you.

Oliver

Oliver made lots of great contributions to our discussions today and
demonstrated a great awareness of world issues.
Sam, Lucy, Emily, Chloe Luke C, Eleanor Oliver C, Joel and Joseph

Lunch time
stars this
week

Our great lunchtime squad

